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Thank you for considering an ICON. I am
sure you will find nothing else like it – in terms
of fit and finish, meticulous details, and overall
quality – anywhere in the world.
We encourage you to visit our facility so that
we may create a vehicle best suited for your
personal needs.
Should you choose an ICON, congratulations
– as you are embarking on a wonderful
journey! It will give you many years of
enjoyment – it is built to last decades.
Best regards,

Jonathan Ward
CEO/Lead Designer
ICON
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YOU ONLY UNDERSTAND PERFECTION IF YOU ATTEMPT IT.
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TO GO BEYOND GOOD ENOUGH.
Most things are good enough.
They serve their purpose. No one expects any more.
Except a perfectionist.
A perfectionist refuses to accept what is.
He thinks: What if this was made as good as it can be? Why make anything if not to
the highest standard?
A perfectionist has his own vision, and the passion, meticulous attention to detail
and unblinking persistence to keep working – at his computer, his drawing board, his
shop – until his creation is worthy of his idea.
Some would deride perfectionism as an obsession. Perhaps. But it is an obsession
that Shakespeare has in common with Albert Einstein. That Lawrence Olivier has in
common with Mozart.

DRAWN FROM INSPIRATION,
NOT MASS PRODUCTION.
Ward creates his art slowly.
His volume is extremely limited, with each vehicle assembled and finished
by hand.
It is an astounding act of déjà vu: Reincarnations of classic utility vehicles that
inspired a cult following since the 1960s.
But while the look may be pure vintage, the body, engine, drivetrain, wiring, seats,
suspension and steering are completely state-of-the-art.
“No one has ever applied real craftsmanship to the blank canvas these vehicles can
be,” Ward says.
The result is a necessity for people who thought they already had everything:
Utility vehicles of unparalleled refinement, featuring a level of custom detail
impossible to find in the world of mass production.

And in his own way it is what Jonathan Ward, of Los Angeles, California, has.
Lucky for us, his obsession is the ICON.
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THE MOST ADVANCED
FORM OF SIMPLE.

Having an ICON built for you is the first of many
great experiences you’ll enjoy with this vehicle.
It begins with a consultation as each ICON is
configured to exact customer specifications based
on how it will be used. Ward and his dedicated
craftsmen spare nothing in putting together a
product of uncompromising excellence.

Ward investigates unusual sources for many of the
ICON’s parts. For example, in the FJ Series ICON,
the sun visor comes from a Learjet. The husky
latches that secure the fold-down windshield to
the hood are vintage commercial freezer door
hardware. When Ward couldn’t find dash control
knobs that suited his standards of durability and
aesthetics, he had them cut from aluminum, knurled,
engraved and hand enameled. For interior fabrics
he goes to the Pacific Design Center, not to the usual
automotive suppliers.

In his standards for fit and finish, Ward’s
processes rival industrial, marine and aircraft
applications. Even before attachment of
the body, the ICON chassis is a rolling
sculpture - more an industrial tool than the
disposable designs of high volume automotive
manufacturers. With a maniacal eye for
detail and the highest quality US sourced
components, the ICON represents a revival
of classic American industrial arts.

If God is in the details, the ICON is a temple of
divine manifestation. It is exhilarating to imagine
the level of ingenuity and non-compromise
that has gone into the realization of this dream
vehicle. Jonathan Ward has considered
everything, and all with this purpose: To make
the ICON so capable, dependable and simple,
you never have to give it a thought during
your adventures.

IT’S FOR REAL.
NOT FOR SHOW.
The ICON is not a fashion statement. It is a vehicle – a utilitarian tool to maximize your experiences
in the outdoors. “Sport utility vehicles,” Jonathan says, “have all but lost their usefulness. That’s why
we created this.”
The ICON is for accomplished people who do not need to show their status, but who love owning
something that is unique, highly functional, and made just for them.
The ICON is for people who appreciate the intelligence that goes into the hundreds of choices made
in its design and assembly, and how, in a vehicle costing upwards of $100,000, nothing is superfluous.
This is a product for those who resist commoditized mass production goods
in favor of hand crafted US made products of distinction and quality.
This is an experience for people who feel the thrill of classic design blended with modern performance.
Words are only an attempt to convey what the ICON is like. You really must experience it:
In trackless woods. On a snowy mountain ranch. A desert oasis.
A tropical island. Or wherever you go to escape the world and explore your own.
Perfection is a demanding master. But Jonathan Ward has had his way with it.
He has made something as good as it can be made.
The ICON is a supreme achievement for a fortunate few.
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ICON BR™

Inspired by the ‘66-’77 Ford Bronco.
Removable hard top design.
Plenty of giddyup.
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BR SERIES
CONTENT
MECHANICAL

SUSPENSION
Four wheel coil-over-shock suspension, with radius
arm/panhard front, and triangulated four link rear.
Eibach coils, Fox Racing shocks. Dual sway bars.

DIFFERENTIALS
Custom built Dynatrac Dana solid axle assemblies.
4.09:1 ratio. Optional ARB front/rear locking differentials
with air compressor.

SPORT SUSPENSION
Optional Sport Suspension upgrades to Nitrogen
charged Fox shocks with remote canisters.

BRAKES
Common US parts based power assisted four-wheel,
slotted and vented, disc brakes. Optional Sport Brake
Package features Stop Tech six piston front and four
piston rear calipers with dedicated parking brake
calipers, and two-piece hat rotors.

ENGINE
High-performance Ford 5.0-liter, four-valve Ti-VCT
engine delivers over 412 HP and 390trq.
TRANSMISSION
Quality five speed manual Aisin-Warner AX15
transmission is at home in many top 4x4’s in production
around the world. Optional Ford 4R75W four speed
automatic with overdrive.
TRANSFER CASE GEARING
Purpose-built Atlas II transfer case is competition
proven and freeway friendly with 1:1 high, and 3.0:1
low range gearing standard. 1310 Joints with CV Joint
Capability.
OPTIONAL TRANSFER CASE GREARING
Optional 5.0:1 low range gearing.

FUEL SYSTEM
Platform specific engineered non-vented 21-gallon
powder coated fuel tank is boxed by the frame and
protected by a steel skid plate. Features an in-tank fuel
pump, stainless plumbing and servicable filter.
EXHAUST SYSTEM
Factory Ford headers flow into a CAD_CAM stainless
steel, single exit exhaust system designed by Borla.
Choose rowdy or restrained exhaust tone.
CERAMIC EXHAUST SYSTEM COATING
Optional ceramic coating increases resistance to
the elements.
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BR SERIES
CONTENT
EQUIPMENT

AUXILIARY LIGHTING
Front and rear 2200 Lumen output (at only 3 Amps
draw) waterproof LED lighting, offered as a pair in
the front and a single center mount in the rear. Dash
mounted switch tied to keyed power.

POWERTANK
The Powertank holds ten pounds of CO2. Wide range
of uses: Powering air tools, quickly inflating tires, and
more. Powertank option fits on the driver’s rear inner
fender in a locking cradle.

WINCH & RECOVERY GEAR
Our Winch & Recovery Gear Option includes the
extreme performance WARN 9.0RC 9000lb winch
upgraded with synthetic cable and Viking hardware
plus a Viking recovery gear bag loaded with all the trail
gear you may need.

X JACK OPTION
Ideal method to lift vehicle. Award winning design that
is safer and easier than a Hi-Lift jack. Great for snow,
sand or unstable ground. 8,000 lb capacity. Inflates via a
hose connected to the tailpipe.

STEREO
Our stereo is an Alpine self powered head unit with
fourfocal speakers. Console mounted controls are safe
and sound when the dedicated security door is closed.
Additional audio options include Ipod and Satellite
radiolinks, plus our amp&bass package which increases
clarityand volume potential with no sacrificed cabin
space.

DASH PANELS
Aircraft inspired instrument and glove box panels,
CNC’ed in aluminum, powder coated Volcanic
black, with water jet cut ribbed stainless inserts. Full
instrumentation, backlight guages.
GARMIN NAVIGATION
Our navigation option allows for nav on the go.
Adjustable under dash gooseneck mount allows for
quick removal for further use on the trail.
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BR SERIES
CONTENT
TRIM

SURFACE COATING
The original Ford body is media blast to raw white
metal, epoxy primed and finished in top quality
conventional paint. Your choice of color, in traditional
gloss or ICON signature matte finish.
UNDER COATING
The underside of the main body and fenders plus inside
floor surfaces are coated in a heat cured polyurea
coating for reduction of vibration and heat transfer as
well as the surface environment.
CNC MACHINED ALUMINUM SPORT PEDALS
Increases pedal traction and is another thoughtful design
detail.
HARD TOPS
Choose from a full size removable hard top, or the
traditional half cab hard top.
SOFT TOP OPTION
Our Soft Top Option features hand tailored German
three ply canvas over a black wrinkle powder coated
steel frame. Designed for easy removal of side and rear
panels for open air driving. Optional insulation package
for optimal cabin climate control.
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GLASS
Choose factory Ford glass or optional reflective gray tint
tempered architectural glass.
EXTERIOR TRIM
Handles, mirrors, grill and light guards designed by
ICON, crafted in Stainless steel.
FRONT BUCKET SEATS
Upholstered in top quality marine rated OE German
vinyl. Manually controlled fore-aft and recline.
2 PASSENGER REAR SEAT
Our optional rear seat has a tuck and tumble function,
or remove it entirely for maximum cargo room. Three
point seat belts.
SEAT UPHOLSTERY
Choice of standard marine vinyl upholstery or optional
Chilewich woven vinyl textile. Chilewich adds design
character to the interior.
POWER STEPS
Easy entry and exit with our optional powered steps.
Amp Research design hides until the door is opened,
then powers down to assist passengers. LED lights help
you aim.
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FJ MODELS
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ICON FJ40™

Classic short wheel base style. Room
for four plus some gear. Optimal
turning radius and maneuverability.
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ICON FJ43™

Long wheelbase, with an additional
8 sq. ft. of cabin space and seating
for up to six, the ICON FJ43 allows
more versatility and capacity.
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ICON FJ44™

Four door extended wheelbase
with seating for up to six. Ultimate
versatility, adventure ready.
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ICON FJ45™

Pickup.
With cabin seating for two and a 5 1/2
foot bed, the ICON FJ45 is a bespoke
workhorse that also happens to be a
legendary design piece.
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FJ SERIES
CONTENT
MECHANICAL

SUSPENSION
Standard four wheel coil suspension utilizing equal length
.250 steel arms with serviceable Johnny joints, Eibach
coils with 2.5 nitrogen charged Fox Racing shocks and
Anti-Rock sway bars front and rear.
350HP LM4 V8
Standard engine is an aluminum LS series fuel injected
5.3 350hp/350trq V8. Optional 5.7 420hp/458trq V8.
TURBO DIESEL
Optional VW 260trq highly efficient 1.9 TDi
Turbo Diesel.
MANUAL TRANSMISSION
Standard transmission is an Aisin-Warner five speed
with optimum gear ratio spread for highway and trail
with helicut gears in a lightweight cast aluminum housing.
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Optional automatic transmission is a heavy duty GM
4L65E four speed with overdrive, controlled by a Lokar
floor mounted shifter that looks like a manual shifter.
Transmission cooler is integrated with radiator.
TRANSFER CASE GEARING
Our part time 4x4 transfer case is the world class Atlas
II. Standard gearing 3.0:1 transfer case provides an
impressive 87:1 final crawl ratio.

OPTIONAL TRANSFER CASE GREARING
...or step that up to 105:1 with our optional transfer
case gearing option, with no change of RPM at freeway
speeds.
DIFFERENTIALS
Standard Dynatrac Dana60/40 based axles are open
front, and limited slip rear.
AIR LOCKING DIFFERENTIALS
Our ARB Locking Differentials Option comes with
lockers front and rear controlled by a dedicated air
compressor.
FUEL SYSTEM
Platform specific engineered non-vented 19.6-gallon
powder coated tank is boxed by the frame and
protected by a steel skid plate. Features an in-tank fuel
pump (gas engines), stainless plumbing and serviceable
filter. FJ45 model comes with a larger 33-gallon tank.
EXHAUST SYSTEM
Our computer controlled mandrel bent exhaust system
is built for longevity and beauty. Medical grade stainless
steel, designed by Borla.
CERAMIC EXHAUST SYSTEM COATING
Optional ceramic aircraft coating adds protection and
reduces db levels.

FJ SERIES
CONTENT
MECHANICAL

FJ SERIES
CONTENT
EQUIPMENT

AUXILIARY LIGHTING
Our low profile waterproof innovative LED Fog Light
and Reverse Light options add value and safety while
having no effect on approach or departure angles.
Dash mounted controls are within arms reach. Reverse
light also tied into transmission reverse gear.
WINCH & RECOVERY GEAR
Our Winch & Recovery Gear Option comes with a
Warn 9.5Ti 9500 lb. winch complimented by a recovery
gear bag by Viking with top quality recovery gear.
STEREO
Our stereo is an Alpine self powered head unit with
four marine speakers. Console mounted controls
are safe and sound when the dedicated security door
is closed. Additional audio options include Ipod and
Satellite radio
links, plus our amp&bass package
which increases clarity and volume potential with no
sacrificed cabin space.
IPOD LINK
The Alpine Ipod interface option allows for full Ipod
control and charging ability.

GARMIN NAVIGATION
Our navigation option allows for nav on the go.
Adjustable under dash gooseneck mount allows for
quick removal for further use on the trail.
POWERTANK
Powertank is a tank that holds ten pounds of CO2.
Wide variety of uses ranging from powering air tools,
inflating tires quickly, actuating ARB Air Lockers, and
more. PowerTank Option fits on drivers rear inner
fender in a locking cradle.
X JACK OPTION
Ideal for lifting vehicle. Award winning design. Safe, and
easier to store than a Hi-Lift jack. Great for snow/sand/
unstable ground. 8,800 lbs. Lifting capacity. Inflates by a
hose that connects to your tailpipe.
POWER STEPS
Easy entry and exit with our optional powered steps.
Amp Research design hides until the door is opened,
then power down to assist passengers.
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FJ SERIES
CONTENT
TRIM

SURFACE COATING
Our advanced surface coating is available in several
standard colors, and special order colors are available
as an option. This TGIC super durable polyester
powder based coating shames traditional paint with
unsurpassed durability, unique surface texture, and
zero environmental impact.
UNDER COATING
The underside of the main body and fenders plus
inside floor surfaces are coated in a heat cured
polyurea coating for reduction of vibration and heat
transfer as well as the surface environment.
MACHINED DASH PANELS
CNC’ed and powder coated aluminum gauge
and glove box panels are inspired by Bell &
Ross aeronautic watch designs and feature full
instrumentation plus 4x4 control instructions.
CNC MACHINED ALUMINUM SPORT PEDALS
Increases pedal traction. Another thoughtful design
detail.
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SOFT TOP OPTION
Our Soft Top Option features hand tailored German
three ply canvas over a black wrinkle powder coated
steel frame. Designed for easy removal of side and
rear panels for open air driving. Optional insulation
package for optimal cabin climate control.

REMOVABLE UPPER SOFT DOOR
Our Soft Half Door Uppers Option provides full
weather protection when combined with out soft
top option. German three ply canvas wraps steel
powder coated frames with YKK marine zipper
windows.
They are removed with ease using supplied Phillips
screwdriver, or zip window open.
FRONT BUCKET SEATS
Upholstered in top quality marine rated OE German
vinyl. Manually controlled fore-aft and recline.
2 PASSENGER REAR SEAT
Our optional rear seat has a tuck and tumble
function, or remove it entirely for maximum cargo
room. Three point seat belts.
JUMP SEATS
Increase seating capacity to six in our FJ43 or FJ44
with these optional vintage inspired folding side facing
jump seats with lap belts.
OPTIONAL CHILEWICH INTERIOR
Award winning designer Chilewich woven vinyl adds
utility in it’s ability to absorb and transfer heat and is
beautiful to the eye and touch. Includes seat surface
insert panels and removable rubber backed mats.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN

MAYAN SUN

SLATE

SAND

SPRUCE

QUARTZ

VOLCANIC

SUMMIT

EUCALYPTUS
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FJ SPECIAL
EDITIONS
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FJ BAJA
ICON
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For those souls who are interested in taking
a bit of Baja adventure back home.
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ICON FJ40™
BAJA LIMITED EDITION

In 1973 Toyota won their first off-road race, the Baja
1000, in an FJ40 Land Cruiser. ICON commemorates
over 50 years of Toyota in America and the legendary
Baja 1000 with the new BAJA Limited Edition ICON.
The BAJA Limited Edition ICON began life as a
singular prototype in celebration of these two special
anniversaries. Due to overwhelming demand we will build
a very limited, numbered series of the Baja Edition for
adventurous souls who are interested in taking a bit of Baja
adventure back home! Whereas the production ICON
models are utility vehicles, the Baja is a sporting vehicle.
Extensive innovative design details and creative surface
coatings. Highly durable clear velvet powder coated, hand
brushed aluminum body with black crocodile powder
coated trim accents. Textured pewter finish dash with
Racepak instruments and Lowrance navigation. Full
recovery gear and adventure support systems on board
include: Racing jack, Powertank, ARB air compressor,
Warn XP cradle mount winch, IPF HID lighting system, and
a rockin’ stereo system made to be heard above the roar.
With a 450 HP alloy LS6 delivering power through
a modified 4L65E automatic and a shift on the fly
Atlas II transfer case to one-ton Dynatrac axles...
the ICON BAJA Limited Edition is ready to launch.

BAJA
LIMITED
EDITION
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BAJA
LIMITED
EDITION
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ICON FJ40™
BAJA LIMITED EDITION

With a longer wheelbase and race style seating for four, the ICON FJ43 BAJA is a versatile beast.
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BAJA
LIMITED
EDITION
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ICON TR™

Inspired by the iconic 1950 Chevrolet ½ ton pick up.
American history, revisited.
A part of our cultural experience,
re-engineered for modern use.
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TR SERIES
CONTENT
MECHANICAL

SUSPENSION
Independent tubular TIG welded steel front, four link
rear. Optional hydraulic lift/drop system.
STANCE
Client may select vehicle ride height within a range of 6”.
ENGINE
Emissions conscious GM 5.3 Erod 315HP/335 lbs torque
fuel injected V8. Optional Magnuson air-to-water
intercooled supercharger ups performance
to 440HP/458 lbs torque.
TRANSMISSION
Choose between GM 4L85E four speed automatic and
Tremec T-56 Magnum six speed.

BRAKE SYSTEM
Power assisted four-wheel, slotted and vented, disc
brakes. Six piston front, four piston rear calipers.
Stainless steel system plumbing (hard and flex lines).
FUEL SYSTEM
Non-vented 25.6-gallon stainless steel fuel tank.
Mounted in the rear of the vehicle, boxed by the frame.
Stainless steel system plumbing (hard and braided lines).
Large serviceable fuel filter, in-tank fuel pump.
EXHAUST SYSTEM
2.5” Mandrel bent, ceramic coated dual exhaust with
Magnuson mufflers and cross over pipe.

DIFFERENTIALS
Limited-slip 9” nodular steel Currie with Strange axles
and 3.89:1 gearing.
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TR SERIES
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TR SERIES
CONTENT
EQUIPMENT

LIGHTING
LED lighting for all systems except for Halogen H4
headlights.

DASH AND TRIM PANELS
CNC’ed in billet aluminum, adding bespoke, art deco
design details.

POWER CONVENIENCES
Power windows and door locks, controlled by the
vintagestyle cranks, and remote key fob.

INSTRUMENTATION
ICON designed vintage style gauges by Dakota Digital,
with a decidedly modern display covering all functions
plus indicators for a host of functions including check
engine light, high beams, turn signals, clock and more.

DASH CONTROLS
Articulating dash panel hides innovative Kenwood touch
screen in charge of navigation, climate control, lighting,
power windows and more. Web-enabled, Bluetooth
equipped.

STEREO
Audiophile worthy Audison digital audio system. AM/
FM/SAT/CD/MP3. Web enabled, WiFi hub, touch
screen controlled.
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TR SERIES
CONTENT
TRIM

PAINT
Body is media blasted to raw white metal, epoxy
primed, sealed, then painted in your choice of color, in
traditional gloss or ICON signature matte finish.
UNDERCOATING
The underside of all body panels plus the interior cabin
floor are coated in heat cured polyurea for reduction
of vibration and heat transfer.
CNC MACHINED ALUMINUM SPORT PEDALS
Increases pedal traction and is another artful design
detail.

GLASS
Tempered and tinted a soft gray.
EXTERIOR TRIM
All bright work is brushed and ceramic coated in a
matte clearcoat, for a distinct and unique finish.
SEATS
Supportive split bench seat with fold down center
armrest it trimmed in
black American Bison hide.

HEADLINER
Tailored in Alcantara synthetic black suede.
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DERELICTS & REFORMERS
ICON also designs and builds a series of one-off vehicles. Choose almost
any vehicle from the 1930’s forward, and let us reinvent it. We create daily
drivers with good manners out of a wide range of vintage masterpieces.
Timeless design and details, married to performance engineering. Built to
be driven and enjoyed, ICON Reformers & Derelicts are unique rolling
structures. Which vehicle is important to your family or life experiences?
Send us yours, or we can locate almost anything for your project as well.

WHAT MOVES YOU?
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CHRYSLER WAGON
• 1952 Chrysler Town & Country Wagon, DeSoto front clip.
• Original paint.
• Powder coated Art Morrison chassis, with independent suspension, four
link rear.
• Six piston ABS Brakes.
• Stainless exhaust, brake and fuel system plumbing.
• Rust inhibitive coated body, polyurea coated underside.
• Extensive sound deadening materials.
• 450 HP HEMI 6.1 fuel injected SRT8 V8, five speed automatic
transmission.
• Modern electrical system with A/C, Bluetooth, high end audio system.
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CHEVROLET COUPE
• Chevrolet Styleline Deluxe Sports Coupe.
• Original paint.
• Powder coated Art Morrison chassis, with independent suspension, four
link rear.
• Six piston ABS Brakes.
• Stainless exhaust, brake and fuel system plumbing.
• Rust inhibitive coated body, polyurea coated underside.
• Extensive sound deadening materials.
• 440 HP GM LS3 fuel injected V8, automatic transmission.
• Wild Florida alligator and buffalo hide interior. Rolls Royce Wilton wool carpet.
• Modern electrical system with A/C, power windows, keyless entry and start,
Bluetooth, high end audio system.
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LINCOLN CLUB COUPE
• 1946 Lincoln Club Coupe.
• Original paint.
• Powdercoated Art Morrison chassis, with independent suspension,
four link rear.
• ABS six piston brakes.
• Stainless steel exhaust and fuel system.
• Sound proofed and polyurea coated body panels.
• Modern 412 HP Mustang GT 5.0 fuel injected V8, automatic
transmission.
• Unique embossed deer skin interior, mohair headliner.
• Modern electrical system with A/C, power windows, Bluetooth,
and high end iPod/MP3 dependent Focal audio system.
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BUICK SUPER CONVERTIBLE
• 1948 Buick Super Convertible.
• Original paint.
• Last on the road in 1958.
• ZR1 660 HP LS9 fuel injected aluminum V8.
• GM 4L85E automatic transmission.
• Powdercoated Art Morrison chassis, with independent suspension, four link rear.
• Oversized four wheel power assist disc brakes.
• Air-to-water intercooler, supercharged, dry sump oil system.
• Stainless steel exhaust and fuel system.
• Naturally processed aniline dyed top grain leather.
• Rolls Royce Wilton wool carpet, Mercedes canvas top.
• Sound proofed and polyurea coated body panels.
• Modern electrical system with A/C, power windows/seat/top.
• Hidden in-dash NAV/Bluetooth/WiFi/CD audio system.
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M37
• 1951 M37 War Wagon.
• Original paint and markings.
• Powder coated, modified original chassis.
• Modern one-ton Dana 60 axles with four wheel disc brakes.
• 276 torque turbo diesel (bio-fuel compatible), five speed manual,
shift-on-the-fly 4x4 transfer case.
• On-board 110 inverter.
• Ram-assist power steering.
• Bead lock/run flat rims, 37” tires.
• Re-engineered power steering and suspension.
• Authentic replica upholstery and top.
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With the ICON Reformers, take the same concept of modern
engineering hiding under vintage bodies, yet this time we restore
the vehicle to as new, concours condition. Rolling works of art.
Breathtaking. A 1950’s Mercedes? Or a 1930’s Packard phaeton...
Perhaps a 1941 Hudson pick up, or a Volvo ES Sport Wagon? It’s up to
you, your imagination, and our creativity.
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WILLY’S JEEPSTER
• 1951 Willys Jeepster, designed by Brooks Stevens.
• Powder coated Art Morrison chassis, with independent suspension, four link rear.
• Four piston ABS Brakes.
• Stainless exhaust, brake and fuel system plumbing.
• Rust inhibitive coated body, polyurea coated underside.
• Extensive sound deadening materials.
• 220 HP GM 2.2 fuel injected Ecotec 4 cylinder, five speed manual transmission.
• Hidden audio system.
• Enhanced textiles.
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TOYOTA LAND CRUISER
• 1963 FJ40 soft top.
• ICON powder coated Art Morrison chassis.
• Coli-over-shock suspension, tunable front and rear sway bars.
• Power steering, four wheel disc brakes.
• GM 350HP 5.3 fuel injected LS V8, automatic transmission with shift-on-the-fly 4x4 transfer case.
• Mercedes Canvas soft top.
• Mercedes Oxblood interior.
• Custom olive paint color.
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D200 DODGE
POWER WAGON
• 1965 D200 Dodge Power Wagon Crew Cab.
• Vintage body, seat frames and steering wheel, integrated upon a
modern Dodge MegaCab turbo diesel truck chassis.
• ICON Designed trim, lighting, dash and details.
• Bison hide interior, Rolls Royce Wilton wool carpets.
• 975 lbs torque turbo diesel (methanol injected) powertrain.
• CORE Baja suspension with Fox Racing Nitrogen charged shocks.
• Highly capable and modern driver, with the vintage aesthetic.
• High performance Focal audio system.
• Contemporary A/C system.
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1995 LAND ROVER DEFENDER
• Modified and powder coated stock chassis with improved suspension.
• 430 HP GM Fuel Injected Aluminum V8.
• ¾ ton GM automatic transmission.
• Atlas II transfer case.
• Stoptech six piston, four wheel disc brakes.
• Custom Dana-Dynatrac axles.
• Redesigned dash, trim, cargo panels.
• Matte black metallic finish.
• Hand Tailored German canvas top.
• Custom wiring harness.
• Custom gauges.
• Full function climate control with A/C.
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WWW.ICON4X4.COM

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION
OR CALL US ANYTIME

818.280.3333

